
VICTORY LAKES DAM RESTORATION 
DAM OVERTOPPING

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
A local community rallied to save two lakes which were in jeopardy of being 

drained as mandated by NJDEP Dam Safety. The residents formed a non-profit 

in order to preserve and restore the lakes and adjoining dam. HydroTurf® was 

selected as a cost-effective, low-maintenance and long-term solution which 

preserved the outdoor recreational space and its wildlife.

When the Upper Victory & Sunset Lakes located in Monroe Township, NJ were 

found to be non-conforming to New Jersey Department of Environmental 

Protection dam safety regulations, the lakes were in danger of being drained. 

Drainage of the lakes would have left the local community without its water 

recreational space resulting in significantly lower property values. Additionally, the 

wildlife that depends upon the lakes would be left without a home. 

To save the lakes, costly repairs to the dam were required. Local residents formed 

the non-profit community organization called The Friends of Victory Lakes 

Association, Inc. (FVLA) to purchase the lakes from the previous owners and restore 

the dams. The FVLA evaluated options and raised funds for the Victory Lakes Dam 

Restoration. 

LOCATION
Monroe Township, NJ  

OWNER 
The Friends of Victory Lakes 

Association, Inc.

ENGINEER
Land Dimensions Engineering

CONTRACTOR
Diamond Materials, LLC 

INSTALLER
Exact Stormwater Management

SIZE/PRODUCT
4,600 sq ft

HydroTurf® CS

DATE COMPLETED 
2017
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VIC TORY LAKES DAM RESTORATION 

HydroTurf® was chosen for overtopping protection because it is a cost-effective, low-maintenance solution that will provide 

long-term armoring with the aesthetics of turf.

Overtopping of dams can lead to failure, potentially causing significant downstream damage including loss of life and 

property.  HydroTurf is specifically designed to protect earthen embankment dams like Victory Lakes during overtopping. Many 

embankment dams have a high probability of failure due to inadequate height and insufficient spillway capacity. HydroTurf 

provides exceptional erosion protection for the high velocity applications of dam spillways and overtopping. 

HYDROTURF® is a U.S. registered trademark which designates a product from Watershed Geosynthetics, LLC.  This 
product is the subject of issued U.S. and foreign patents and/or pending U.S. and foreign patent applications. Watershed Geo  |  watershedgeo.com  |  770.777.0386

HydroTurf® is able to handle the fluctuating water levels and remain aesthetically pleasing.  

 HydroTurf® protects the embankment dam during overtopping as the lake rises with a heavy rain. 


